I was born in 01.01.1987
in Ankara/TURKEY.
My childhood was full
of good moments with
my friends in our
neighboorhood.
I graduated from Sculpture
and Ceramic Department
of Faculty of Fine Arts.

Meli Baykal
I worked as a professional photographer and graphic designer and I won
a lot of awards from many competitions. I worked at advertising
agencies as an art director as well. I am now actively making art in the
field of the department that I graduated from for our state.
I have never created a work of art by searching for a subject in my oil and
acrylic paint works. Sometimes, just a moment comes with a sparkle. In
that very moment, the design or visual that comes in my mind doesn’t
matter. When that happens I run outside and start painting on a piece o
wood or anything that I can paint on. But that moment never ends. The
main idea that comes in my mind first brings an another and another
one and it takes so long to come to the end of the ideas. The important
thing is all the diﬀerent ideas and colors in my mind should be on the
painting harmonically. I usually use man figures. Generally they are ugly
models probably because I don’t believe that there is still beautiful
people in the world anymore. In my thoughts the actual beauty is what
ﬂawlessly and perfectly created woman has. I never practice realistic
woman figure in my works. ‘'GOD’' already created the perfect one and
I’m just a person who struggles for that ﬂawless beauty.
Art is something personal. The idea that you give voice to belongs to
you. I have no interest like I should tell people something spesifically.
Sometimes when the moment comes I lose the track of time. I usually
find myself in a place that covered in paints and mud. The good or bad
comments about my works just helps me to catch the inspiration that I
need to create another design. I don’t regret any of my works. Each of
them is a piece of moment of the satisfactions in my life.
Ceramic is my biggest love. It’s impossible for me to show my passion for
it with a word. It doesn’t matter whether the result is good or bad. The
thing that is in front of you when the cover is opened is one in million
like enjoying something, trembling, taking a shower or making love.
I have never tried to be perfect.
If there is a ﬂawless designer, it’s God.

